Operations Experience 2021
HOW DOES US RETAIL PERFORM?
An analysis of post-purchase
processes and CX approaches
by top US retailers
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The quest for the ultimate
Operations Experience
Current state of US e-commerce
Retail has experienced unparalleled disruption and change following the COVID-19 pandemic.
In just a few months, e-commerce in the United States saw an astounding ten years' worth of
growth1. Last year was punctuated by brick-and-mortar store closures (with some stores never
to reopen). Meanwhile, online shopping reached record highs as people had to spend their lives
at home. With these drastic changes in consumer habits and behaviors, many industry standards
also shifted. Consumers now have different expectations and ideas around brand loyalty, delivery,
retail safety protocols, and customer service. This has put extra pressure on e-commerce retailers
to offer more positives.
Typically, when consumers shop online, they want an easy-to-navigate store, a simple checkout,
and they want to receive their order quickly, safely, conveniently, and preferably without shipping
costs. If they need to return their order, they expect the same speed, convenience, and flexibility. The
new consumer is focused on experience and value. But are online retailers meeting those
expectations?
In this inaugural US study, parcelLab analyzed the checkout, delivery, and returns processes
for the top US retailers. We found that many retailers are still missing out on opportunities to
‘wow’ their customers and deliver outstanding Operations Experience that leads to happier, more
engaged, loyal and returning customers.
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What is Operations Experience?
Operations in e-commerce refers to the countless processes
that occur throughout the customer journey; in warehouses,
on delivery trucks, during repairs and returns, under warranty
and more.
During these processes, customer experience is rarely well
managed - if at all. That’s largely because the amount of
complex data that needs to be gathered, analyzed, cleaned

OPERATIONS
EXPERIENCE

and harmonized to deliver relevant, real-time value is too
overwhelming.

=

OPERATIONS + CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
RELEVANCE

But the reality is that leveraging data is key to outperforming
competition and impressing customers. Operations Experience
platforms harness and enrich data, enabling brands to close
the experience gap and revolutionize their customer journey.
Delivering real-time value and relevance through a personalized,
engaging experience will maximize customer loyalty, prolong
brand engagement and increase revenue.
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Key findings

In order to deliver an outstanding Operations Experience, retailers first
need to perfect their customer experience and adapt to changing consumer
behavior. Our research shows several key areas of improvement brands
should focus on to realize their potential.

Customers go the last mile
Going to a physical store to pick up an item ordered online
(‘curb side pick-up’) is the most popular delivery option,
with 62% offering this, despite it not necessarily being
the most convenient.

“Free” has a $35 fee
62% of retailers only provide free shipping with a minimum
order value of $35, while an additional 30% of retailers
in our study charge an additional $4.25 on average for
shipping costs.

Customer contact required
Two-thirds of returns require customers to contact the
retailer to request a returns label and process a return.
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KEY FINDINGS

Returns that churn

75 %

43% of retailers charge for a return, with
59% of retailers charging more than $10.

Customers are given
the silent treatment
54% of retailers do not send a notification
upon receipt of the return parcel and 64%
do not communicate when a refund would
be processed.

OF US CONSUMERS HAVE TRIED DIFFERENT
STORES, WEBSITES OR BRANDS DURING
THE COVID-19 CRISIS.1
Ultimately our analysis found that retailers are overlooking
valuable opportunities to engage their customers with
personalized and relevant messages. In other words, retailers
have a great opportunity to increase revenue and inspire loyalty
through Operations Experience.
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Methodology

From July to October 2020, we conducted trial orders to
evaluate the order, shipping, delivery and returns processes
of top US e-commerce retailers. To ensure the orders were
comparable, we bought products that cost less than $80
that were delivered by a parcel carrier provider. Please
note, where minimum order values for free shipping were
set, our shopping cart was above this value.

The retailers we used were chosen because they were named by NRF as the Top 100 Retailers.
We removed the retailers that do not ship products to customers (such as grocery stores, fast
food chains, brick-and-mortar stores etc.). The final number of retailers we studied was 52.
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METHODOLOGY

Research creation
We collected and finalized questions to determine the direction of the study, focusing primarily
on the core areas of checkout, shipping process, delivery, and returns.

10,662

Purchase and checkout
We tracked and monitored every detail of the purchase and checkout process of each respective
retailer. Where applicable, we created customer accounts to test for user friendliness and analyzed
the checkout process to assess options for placing guest orders or selecting a parcel service
provider. Once the purchase was completed, we assessed the communication and tracking during
the shipping and delivery process.

Returns and reimbursements
In addition to examining checkout and shipping, we also analyzed the returns process. We
collected returns, tracked them using the provided tracking link, and monitored the subsequent
communication. Upon receipt of the returns, we tracked if the return was made on time.

DATA POINTS ANALYZED

Evaluation
We tested, documented, and evaluated the complete customer journey throughout the online
shopping process, compared the results and demonstrated the findings with charts.
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List of
retailers

Ann Taylor
(Ascena Retail)

Academy

Ace Hardware

Amazon

Apple

AT&T

AutoZone

Bass Pro
Shops

Bath & Body
Works
(L Brands)

Bed Bath
& Beyond

Belk

Best Buy

Big Lots

BJ‘s
Wholesale
Club

Camping
World

Costco

CVS

Dick’s
Sporting
Goods

Dillard’s

Dollar
General

Dollar Tree

Foot Locker

GameStop

Gap

Hobby Lobby

Home Depot

IKEA

JCPenney

Kay Jewelers
(Signet
Jewelers)

Kohl’s

Lowe’s

Macy’s

Menards

Michaels

Neiman
Marcus

Nordstrom

Office Depot

O’reilly Auto
Parts

QVC

Rite Aid

Saks Fifth Ave

Sears

Sephora

Staples

Target

TJ Maxx (TJX)

Tractor
Supply Co.

Ulta Beauty

Walgreens

Walmart

Wayfair

Williams
Sonoma
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Results
in detail

How
do retailers
perform during
checkout, delivery
and returns?
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

No logistics options for customers

Is it possible to choose different carriers?

For all purchases, the online retailer decided which logistics service provider delivered the product
ordered. In other markets (such as the UK and Germany), customers are able to view the list of
available carriers and choose which carrier they would like to deliver their package.
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Figure 1
Is the customer able to choose different carriers?
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute numbers
Status: December 2020
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Carriers are rarely shown for US retailers

Are the carriers shown during checkout (%)

Despite the US having a number of parcel carrier provider options (including DHL, FedEx, UPS and
the US Postal Service), only 4% of online retailers show the carrier they use on their website. In
other markets, customers can view the list of available carriers and choose, giving them greater
transparency and control of the delivery.

4

Figure 2

96

Does the retailer show the carriers during checkout?
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentage
Status: December 2020

Yes
No
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Curbside pickup is the most popular
alternative delivery option

Are alternate delivery options offered in addition
to standard home delivery? (%)

The mass shutdowns which started early in 2020 saw many physical stores forced to close due
to the pandemic, which has led to thousands of permanent store closures. Surprisingly, despite
many retailers needing to rely more heavily on online shopping to drive sales, 8% of retailers do
not provide any alternative delivery options. Only one option—curbside pickup—is offered by more
than half (62%) of retailers analyzed in the study. While the popularity of curbside pickup may
tap into US consumers’ desire to travel to brick-and-mortar stores, this approach also puts the
onus on the customer to take the final step in package deliveries, which may not be the preferred
or most convenient option.

6
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18
3
3

Next day delivery
Nominated day delivery
Post office
Collect from Doodle, parcel locker etc
Figure 3
Alternate delivery options for customers
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentage, multiple answers possible
Status: December 2020
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Collect from store (curbside pickup)
Collect from supporting store
None
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Free delivery is a myth

Is shipping free?

While various studies3 prove that shipping costs or free shipping order minimums are a significant
conversion killer, the largest online retailers rarely do without them completely, with free shipping
only offered occasionally for promotional campaigns. Despite the spike in online shopping in 2020,
only four of the studied retailers generally offer free shipping, with no minimum purchase required.
52% of retailers offer free shipping above an order value of $35. Interestingly, the remaining
30% of retailers in the study do not offer free shipping at all, with an average of $4.25 added to
the purchase for shipping costs. While most retailers absorb the shipping and delivery costs to
customers—either by incorporating this into the minimum order value or adding a separate fee—
this could be a deciding factor for customers when making a purchase.
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Figure 4
Overview of shipping costs
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute numbers
Status: December 2020
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

An untapped opportunity: the dispatch confirmation

Are product recommendations provided
in the dispatch confirmation? (%)

Once an order has been placed, this doesn’t mean that it’s the end of a customer’s purchase
journey with a retailer. An order confirmation email can only not provide details about the purchase
(such as details about the products, the amount spent, shipping address and estimated delivery
time), as well as a clear opportunity to further engage with customers since these communications
tend to generate the highest percentage of open and click-through rates for retailers. Additional
information, such as similar product recommendations based on the order, can help to boost
sales even more than a separate promotional email newsletter.

24

However, for a significant number of retailers (68%), order confirmation emails remain highly
transactional, with no other product recommendations included. While 8% of retailers do provide
some generic ads, less than one in four retailers (24%) attempt to customize recommendations
based on the customer’s purchase.

8
68
Figure 5
Product recommendations included in the dispatch confirmation email
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages, multiple answers possible
Status: December 2020

Yes, product related
Yes, generic ads
No
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Neglecting valuable customer touch points

Where the tracking link forwards you to (%)

Another way to engage customers is by providing a tracking link that directs them to details about
the estimated delivery, including when the order has been shipped, is in transit, is out for delivery,
and has been delivered. As customers have a “delayed gratification” period from when they place
an order to when they receive the item, providing a tracking page can help to monetize valuable
traffic to a retailer’s website, rather than entrusting this information to a third-party logistics carrier.

8

At parcelLab, we work with retailers so that they establish a custom tracking page, which can be
enhanced with delivery announcements, rating requests, Google Maps integrations, and other
hand-picked offers. A custom page can result in up to 85% of customers returning to an online
retailer’s shop4, thanks to the page providing a positive and engaging experience.
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Only 27% of retailers host a tracking page on their website, with 23% of retailers relying on the
carrier to convey delivery information and 42% relying on other third-party vendors. Most worryingly,
8% of retailers do not provide a link to view order status updates—a missed opportunity to create
valuable touchpoints with the customer.

42
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Retailer tracking site
Figure 6
Overview of tracking pages
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020

Carrier tracking site
Other third-party site
No link at all
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Delivery delays: A critical concern

Did the retailer fulfill the delivery date? (%)

The number of orders that arrived earlier or on time totaled 70%. However, 11% of orders placed
were delayed and 19% had no estimated delivery time. While US retailers and third-party logistics
providers have faced “shipageddon5” in 2020, bracing themselves for shipping delays due to
carriers already reaching capacity during the peak holiday shopping season, retailers need to
prepare for potential delays and communicate any issues with customers ahead of time. In most
cases, customers may acknowledge that delays are unavoidable, but retailers must communicate
any updates in advance to manage customer expectations, as well as avoid frustration and
unnecessary service inquiries.

19
37
11

Arrived earlier
Figure 7
Punctuality of delivery
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020

Arrived on time
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Customer communication around delivery

Were delays communicated?

Of the 15% of retailers with shipping delays, communication was made by either the retailer or
the carrier directly in more than half of these instances. However the remaining three retailers
did not provide any notification at all that the package would be delayed, which is a missed
opportunity to proactively communicate and engage with the customer. When there is a delay,
retailers should still aim to turn this into a positive experience by offering a discount code for the
next purchase or other incentives that will encourage the customers to return despite the delay.
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2
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Figure 8
Delivery delay communication
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute numbers
Status: December 2020
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Lack of successful delivery notifications
With package theft a continual concern across the US6, notifying your customers when their
package has arrived is especially important. Unfortunately, 56% of retailers are missing this
opportunity and don’t communicate a successful delivery to shoppers.

Of those that do send a delivery notification, nine retailers opt to let the carrier communicate it
to the customer, passing over another valuable touchpoint with their brand and offerings that
could increase customer retention. As delivery is an emotional step and moment in the customer
journey, retailers should take back ownership and communicate updates directly to the customer.

Notification sent at successful delivery (%)

If yes, who sent the messages?
16

15

10

44

9

56
5

0

Figure 9

Figure 10

Was a notification sent to the customer upon successful delivery?
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020

If a delivery notification was sent, did it come from the retailer or a carrier?
Yes

Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute numbers
Status: December 2020

No
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Retailer
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Shipping update email communications

Total emails sent from order
through delivery (%)

Leading up to the delivery, the majority (56%) of retailers sent three to four emails, while 25%
only sent one or two and 19% sent five to six—this includes order, payment, shipping and delivery
confirmations, as well as discount code offers and a request to share feedback.
While most emails are being sent around the shipping confirmation (1.22 emails on average),
retailers are missing out on further opportunities to engage with customers via shipping update
emails. While several emails may seem excessive from the outset, parcelLab has found through its
work with retailers that a steady flow of communication at each step of the Operations Experience
is highly valued by customers.

Figure 11
Number of emails sent to customers
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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1 to 2 emails

25
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3 to 4 emails
5 to 6 emails
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Convenient communications: Personalized updates
When it comes to the type of communication about shipping delays, it was interesting to see that
75% of carriers are sending text updates, while most retailers (83%) share updates via email.

With text messaging becoming an increasingly popular channel for personalized customer
communications—especially among younger audiences such as Gen Z—retailers should consider
this option to ensure they communicate with their customers through their preferred and most
convenient channels.

Carrier communication channel (%)

Retailer communication channel (%)

17

25

75

83

Figure 12 and 13
Customer communication channels
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020

Email

Email

Text

Text
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Gathering valuable customer feedback

When did you receive the feedback request? (%)

Most retailers are missing the opportunity to ask customers about their shopping experience and
gather valuable feedback. 89% of retailers evaluated in this study only asked for feedback after
an item has been returned, while many failed to solicit any feedback.

Was a feedback request email sent?
5

28

25

6

20

15

10

12

10

5

89

2

0

Yes, about the product
Figure 14
Did the retailer send an email to ask for feedback?
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute amounts
Status: December 2020

Figure 15

Yes, about service

Time of the feedback request email sent
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020

Both product and service
No
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Before item received
With delivery
After item returned
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Returns: The onus is on the customer

How are items returned?
(multiple options possible)

Another contentious and inconsistent aspect of the customer experience is the returns process.
Here, we found that with 35 retailers (66%), we needed to contact them directly to request a returns
label and progress a return, making it more difficult to complete the transaction.

40

79% of the retailers (41) offered in-store returns and only 17% (9) offered drop offs at a parcel
shop, which might be a more convenient alternative option for many customers. With 17% of
retailers requiring customers to create their own label and only 11% (6) providing a shipping
label upfront, this is a rather poor experience overall as customers need to take several steps
to return their items.

35
30

Notably, none of the retailers offered returns using QR codes—an increasingly popular return
method in European markets. In this instance, the customer receives a QR code on their mobile
phone, which they can then have scanned when bringing their package back to the store. This
allows them to quickly print the label and complete the return. For retailers, this means they
don’t have to include a return label in the package, but can still conveniently provide the label
and create a seamless experience for the shopper.

Figure 16
Return possibilities (multiple answers possible)
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers
2020 List’
Data in absolute amounts, multiple options possible
Status: December 2020
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Return costs are passed down to customers
When parcelLab was able to progress with a return, a significant portion of retailers (43%) charge
for returns—and from this percentage, it was surprising that 59% of retailers charge more than
$10 for the return to be processed. With a number of retailers already charging for shipping or
requiring a minimum spend so that customers can benefit from free shipping, it’s clear that costs
are being passed down to the customer.

However, this approach could also increase the chances of a customer opting not to shop with
the retailer in the future due to these additional, inadvertent costs. The one positive difference
we found in the US market—which does exist in other countries, for example—is that the concept
of a “restocking fee” charged back to the customer during the returns process does not occur.

Are returns free? (%)

If not free, what are the average costs?

9
23

48
59

43

Figure 17 and 18
Are returns free of charge? What are the costs involved?
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

Friction at the point of return
Once an item has been returned, 54% of the retailers evaluated did not send a notification upon
receipt of the parcel and 64% did not communicate when the customers can expect their refund.

By failing to proactively update customers about the receipt of the item and when a refund will
be completed, this is yet another friction point between the retailer and customer.

Notification when retailer receives order return? (%)

Return refund time window communicated

36
46
54
64

Figure 19 and 20
Communication regarding return and refund
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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No
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RESULTS IN DETAIL

A waiting game for returns

Difference between return and refund date (%)

Unfortunately, we found that with 57% of retailers, customers have to wait more than six days for
their return to be shipped and processed, and their money to be refunded. Since a seamless and
positive returns experience determines whether a customer will shop with the brand again, there
is certainly room for improvement to accelerate the process and make it easier for customers to
send items back and receive important updates along the way.

5

5

22
38

0 days
1 to 5 days
Figure 21
Time span from return to refund in the customers’ account
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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Industry
analysis

In this section, we’ve studied the biggest retailers in
three dominant US sectors to analyze and compare
performance between these main types of stores:
G
 eneral Merchandise: Amazon, Walmart,
Costco, Target
D
 epartment Stores: Macy’s, Kohl’s, Nordstrom,
JCPenney, Dillards, Sears, Sak’s 5th Ave, Neiman
Marcus, Belks
H
 ealth & Beauty: Walgreens, Riteaid, Sephora,
Ulta, Bath and Body Works, CVS
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Free Delivery is a Myth

Shipping costs across different retail sectors (%)

We were surprised to find that all Health & Beauty stores have a free shipping minimum across
the board. Most Department Stores (67%) have a free shipping minimum and 33% offer free
shipping. Half of the General Merchandise retailers have a minimum for free shipping, while 25%
offer free shipping and another 25% charge for shipping, regardless of the purchase amount.

100
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67

60

50
40

33
20

Figure 22
Shipping cost comparison between different retail sectors
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

General Merchandise retailers offer the best tracking

Tracking site comparison across different retail sectors (%)

General Merchandise retailers provided the best shopping experience when it comes to shipment
tracking—75% of retailers in that sector send the customer to their own, branded tracking page
and 25% use a third-party site for tracking. Only 22% of Department Stores and 20% of Health
& Beauty stores have the tracking page in their online shop which is a missed opportunity to
capture additional sales.

75
60

56

60

40

20

Figure 23
Tracking site comparison between different retail sectors
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

General Merchandise retailers offer the easiest returns

Return costs across different retail sectors (%)

General Merchandise retailers also performed the best when it comes to the return process as all
of them offer free returns. Surprisingly, 67% of Department Stores charge customers for a return,
while 83% of Health & Beauty stores offer free returns.
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83
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60
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Figure 24
Return cost comparison between different retail sectors
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in percentages
Status: December 2020
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Average cost of return

If return costs, what‘s the average?

When looking at the average amount of the return cost, Department Stores almost charged twice as
much as Health & Beauty stores with $8.12 on average—a significant amount for many customers.

8

$ 8.12

6

$ 4.70

4

2
Figure 25
Return cost average across different retail sectors
Source: parcelLab
Basis: National Retail Foundation, ‘Top 100 Retailers 2020 List’
Data in absolute amounts
Status: December 2020
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Areas for improvement
within different industries

100 %

 hile a few General Merchandise and Department Stores offer free shipping, most retailers across
W
the three industries studied require a free shipping minimum or always charge the customer
for shipping. This creates an additional hurdle for customers before checkout and potentially
holds some shoppers back from purchasing or returning to the online store in the future.
 he majority of Health & Beauty as well as Department Stores send customers to a third-party
T
tracking site. Linking to an in-store tracking site instead would create another meaningful
touchpoint and opportunity to engage directly with the customer through branded and valueadding content on their website, increasing retention and sales.
 ot offering free returns for online shopping, and even charging as much as $8.12 on average,
N
could increase customer churn and lower satisfaction. As free returns are an increasingly
common offer, Health & Beauty and Department Stores are missing out on an opportunity to
attract and retain loyal customers for their online store.

OF HEALTH AND BEAUTY RETAILERS HAVE
A FREE SHIPPING ORDER MINIMUM

60
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Learning from
the best

Best Overall Retailer
Walmart
Best Checkout Experience
Target
Best Shipping Experience
Best Buy
Best Delivery Experience
Wayfair
Best Returns Experience
Costco
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BEST IN CLASS RETAILERS

What could be improved?

Best Overall Retailer
Walmart

 sking for feedback – Asking customers for feedback earlier, between delivery and
A
return instead of after the return, would increase customer engagement.
 larifying refund time frame – Making sure customers clearly see when they can
C
expect their refund will help manage expectations and avoid unnecessary customer
service inquiries.

Walmart provided the best overall shopping experience of all the retailers included in
this study. Whether during order, delivery or return, they provided clear and detailed
information at all times and had an easy-to-navigate user interface, making it a seamless
and pleasant customer journey.

Sending refund on time – Meeting the stated refund window, or adjusting the
prediction accordingly, will avoid any confusion or inquiries from customers.

What did we like?
 ast delivery – The package was shipped within one day and delivered after two
F
days (three days earlier than originally indicated).

Streamlining the Tracking page – Showing consumers irrelevant carrier updates
creates confusion and frustration, which can be streamlined to focus on relevant
updates like processed, shipped, in transit, out for delivery and delivered.

Detailed and clear email updates – The shipping notification email included three
different options to access the tracking link and shipping information, and clearly
displayed the carrier name for transparency. We received a delivery notification email
upon arrival of the parcel, which 56% of retailers did not do. With package theft all
too common in the US, delivery notifications are especially pertinent.

BEST OVERALL

Easy-to-navigate tracking page – Walmart’s version was easily accessed in their
online store and constantly updated.
Seamless return process – We were able to easily track the returned item and
Walmart kept us informed throughout the process, sending an email when starting
the refunding process and another one upon completion.

RETAILER
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Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Screenshot 4

Shipping confirmation

Delivery confirmation

Return confirmation

Refund notification
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BEST IN CLASS RETAILERS

What could be improved?

Best Checkout Experience
Target

 aking the refund process more convenient – Allowing customers to receive
M
reimbursements to PayPal accounts would make for a better returns experience
and reduce customer inquiries and potential churn. We received store credit under
our customer account since a refund back to a PayPal account was not possible.

Target offers an enjoyable shopping experience while keeping things simple and
efficient. The checkout experience with Target was exceptional as it gives customers
lots of options to make the delivery as easy, quick and convenient as possible for them.

 roviding a guest order option – Allowing customers to shop as a guest instead
P
of requiring a Target account would eliminate an unnecessary barrier for first-time
shoppers and encourage more customers to purchase online.

What did we like?
 utstanding customer service – Target offers many options for receiving a package
O
depending on the customer’s needs and cost preference, and specifically edges out
Amazon because of the additional services available at Target stores (see image
below).

 elcoming new customers – Sending a discount code or similar offer to new
W
customers who signed up for a Target account will encourage them to come back
in the future and make for a more welcoming and positive experience.

 ame-day delivery – The ability to provide same-day delivery (for a fee or through
S
Shipt membership) is rare outside of food or grocery delivery and provides extra
convenience for the customer.

BEST
CHECKOUT

 ots of options for customers – Having both in-store and curbside pickup available
L
gives customers additional choices and flexibility. Target also lets customers choose
the store they’d like to have the package delivered to, making it convenient for those
living in larger cities with multiple locations.
 lear information – Target had a straightforward interface for the ordering process
C
and provided detailed and up-to-date account information at all times.
 ffective email communications – Email notifications between order and return
E
were informative, relevant and not overwhelming.

EXPERIENCE

 ast reimbursement – The refund was issued the same day the return package
F
was received.
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Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Shipping confirmation

Delivery confirmation

Refund notification
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What could be improved?

Best Shipping Experience
Best Buy

 haring a reimbursement timeframe – Adding a time window in the return notification
S
email to let customers know when they can expect their refund will help manage
customer expectations and avoid service inquiries about the refund.

While the package was delayed by one day, Best Buy still provided a positive experience
and stood out from others by keeping us updated every step along the way and notifying
us immediately of the delay with a new estimated delivery date.

 ngaging with customers – Proactively contacting customers by sharing a discount
E
code or asking for feedback between delivery and return would strengthen the
customer relationship with the brand and increase retention.

What did we like?
I mmediate shipping updates – Best Buy kept us up-to-date throughout the entire
shipping process, sending a delivery notification email, an immediate update about
the delay, an email on the day when the package was out for delivery, and lastly an
email notification once it was delivered (see image below).
 onvenient text messaging – Sending a text message from the carrier (in this
C
case UPS) upon delivery ensures that the customer knows right away when their
package arrived.

BEST SHIPPING

 ccurate tracking page – Best Buy’s tracking page was constantly updated, allowing
A
customers to see the current status of their order.

EXPERIENCE
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Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Screenshot 4

Shipping confirmation

Delay notification

Delivery confirmation

Return confirmation
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What could be improved?

Best Delivery Experience
Wayfair

 haring accurate delivery estimates – While it was great that the package arrived
S
much earlier than Wayfair initially stated, ensuring the delivery estimates during
checkout are accurate will allow customers to plan accordingly and also create
more excitement if a sooner delivery date is indicated right away.

Wayfair ensures that the customer stays informed and engaged from order to return,
making it an overall positive shopping experience. We were positively surprised that
our package was delivered nine days early, making Wayfair’s delivery process stand
out from other retailers. Wayfair also provided several perks around shipping and
delivery that encourage customers to shop with them again.

 ommunicating throughout the returns process – Keeping the customer better
C
informed during the returns process by sending a notification when the package was
received and when customers can expect their refund will avoid service requests
and frustration on both the customer and retailer side.

What did we like?
 ree shipping – Wayfair offers free shipping for a purchase over $35, which was
F
one of the lowest limits we encountered across the retailers evaluated.
 onvenient notifications – Customers have the option to subscribe to text message
C
updates about their delivery, which gives customers the choice to select their
preferred channel of communication. Wayfair emailed a delivery notification, while
UPS sent an additional text message.

BEST DELIVERY

 reat customer communications – Email communications about the order were
G
detailed, with an adequate amount of updates and notifications throughout the
order and delivery process.
 asy tracking – The account information was detailed and up-to-date throughout
E
the delivery process, containing tracking information and easily accessible links to
the carrier tracking site.

EXPERIENCE

 fficient refund process – Wayfair was able to send the refund to the PayPal account
E
we used to make the purchase, processing it within a day of the return being received.
 imely feedback request – The email where the retailer asked us for feedback
T
on the purchase was sent in a timely manner between delivery and return—an
opportunity retailers often miss out on by sending the feedback request too late
after the return has been completed.
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Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Screenshot 4

Shipping confirmation

Delivery notification

Delivery notification

Refund notification
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What could be improved?

Best Returns Experience
Costco

 roviding a delivery date – While there was a note of 3-5 business days in the
P
order confirmation email, providing a more specific estimated delivery date during
checkout sets clear expectations with the customer and provides more clarity.

Costco had the easiest and most positive returns experience of all retailers thanks to
clear email updates and a fast overall returns and refund process.

 ending a delivery notification – Sending a delivery notification email is common
S
practice among most retailers, however, Costco missed out on this opportunity to
engage the customer and share this important and relevant update with them.

What did we like?
 lear communications – We received relevant updates and notifications throughout
C
the process.
 ast reimbursement – The refund was received one day after the return package
F
arrived at the retailer.
 xcellent customer support and convenience – Costco sent an additional email
E
with the UPS return label in case the customer could not immediately print it and
the cost was fully refunded. This is extremely helpful as many customers may not
necessarily have direct and immediate access to a printer. With other retailers,
we’ve seen longer return forms and had to complete several, often tedious, steps,
but Costco went directly from selecting a return item to generating the return label
(see images below) in just a few quick steps.

BEST RETURNS

EXPERIENCE
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Screenshot 1

Screenshot 2

Screenshot 3

Screenshot 4

Shipping confirmation

Return notification

Refund notification

Refund notification
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Areas for
improvement

We embarked on this study with an initial list of 100 top retailers, but quickly whittled this down
to 52 retailers as a significant portion did not offer ecommerce options. While some retailers
listed were food and grocery stores, at least nine brands that we omitted from our analysis have
competitors that do offer online shopping - a clear missed opportunity. Additionally, we identified
three key areas of improvement among the retailers we analyzed.
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

8x

Email communications
We’ve seen that most retailers tend to overwhelm the customer with marketing
emails and new offers after the sale and/or return have been completed. However,
during the purchase, delivery and shipping processes, these same retailers only send
transactional emails and don’t engage the customer further with their brand through
discount codes, similar product suggestions and offers, or other branded content
related to the purchase (for example, relevant how-to videos and articles).

Retailers are missing out on valuable opportunities to turn first-time buyers or
casual shoppers into loyal customers by not leveraging the emails between the
sale and return to engage with them in a more meaningful way. These transactional
emails have by far the highest opening and click-through rates7, so why not take
advantage of that and—in addition to order and shipping updates—provide engaging,
branded and valuable content and offerings for the customer that makes them
want to come back?

TRANSACTIONAL EMAILS HAVE AN OPENING
RATE THAT IS 8X THE OPENING RATE OF OTHER
MARKETING EMAILS7
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Delivery process

73 %

We were surprised to find that two thirds of the retailers studied did not send a notification
email once the package was delivered. This can easily be set up on the retailers’ end
given the detailed tracking available and would make a big difference in improving
the shopping experience. Customers tend to get excited when their package arrives,
so retailers should make sure they let them know and actively engage with them at
that time.
Many retailers also did not provide a tracking page throughout delivery, which is also
easy to set up and has a big impact on the overall customer experience and satisfaction.
The delivery process is crucial as customers are usually looking forward to receiving
their items and want to stay up-to-date on where their package is and when they can
expect it at their doorstep.

By keeping customers informed and excited, and creating a positive experience
throughout this process, retailers can increase the likelihood of them coming
back in the future.

OF THE RETAILERS STUDIED SEND THEIR
CUSTOMERS TO A CARRIER OR OTHER
3RD PARTY TRACKING PAGE
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AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Returns process

66 %

We found that the returns process presented the most challenges and hurdles. Two
retailers didn’t offer returns since purchases were “final sale” only, which provides
a rather challenging scenario for the customer. When ordering online, customers
already forego the ability to see the item in person. For items such as clothing where
the item may not meet expectations once it is delivered, customers should always
have the option to return items that have been purchased online.
For some other retailers, we found that the returns process was difficult, timeconsuming and likely frustrating for the customer. With one retailer, we were unable
to return the item because it cost less than the shipping to return it—and after several
emails with this request, we still were unable to conduct the return or have a refund
issued for the purchase or shipping cost.

Two other retailers didn’t offer online returns, so the only option is to travel to
a store, even though the item was purchased online. This can be discouraging if
a customer does not live close to one of the stores. There were also instances
where we had to complete various steps to initiate the return process, such as
calling the retailer, or even received the return package back due to an error on
the retailer’s end and had to send it again.

OF RETAILERS STUDIED REQUIRE CUSTOMERS
TO CONTACT THEM TO START A RETURN
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About
parcelLab

Together, we can create outstanding
customer experiences every day.
At parcelLab, the global leader for operations experience, we help brands take control of customer
communication. We don’t do out-of-the box solutions, we empower brands to deliver end-to-end
real-time communication that embodies their brand identity and complements their business goals.
We‘re unique - we transform complex operational data into a customer experience of your own
design. In other words, our advanced data platform can be fully customized to suit your needs.
We’ll work with you to create impressive customer focused experiences that manage expectations,
build trust and prolong engagement.
And over the years, we’ve become pretty good at it. We’ve partnered with over 150 carriers
worldwide, and this gives us invaluable access to shipping data. It’s this that sets us apart and
enables us to deliver truly tailored experiences to our 500+ global partners in 32 languages.
For more information
visit www.parcellab.com
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Julia Henry, Marketing & Communications Manager, US
Dora Birna, Director of Marketing & Growth
Bruno de Aviz, Graphic Designer
Laura Physick, Content Marketing Manager
Adrienne Muth, Researcher
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Contact

parcelLab Inc.
101 Avenue of the Americas, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10013

parcelLab Ltd.
12 Hammersmith Grove
W6 7AP London
+44 7871 446255

parcelLab GmbH
Kapellenweg6
81371 Munich
+49 89 3289 0907

parcelLab SAS.
Lafayette Plug and Play
32 Rue de Paradis
75010 Paris
+33 664 87 47 23
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